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Design Guidelines

Objectives

• To retain and restore original fences where possible.

• To encourage fences that enhance and respect the signifi cance and appearance of the heritage place or precinct.

• To encourage reconstruction of original fence styles including height, style and materials.

• To encourage low and open fence styles that retain views of heritage places.

Design Advice

Front Fences

• Retention and repair of the original front fence is encouraged. If this is not viable, reinstating the front fence to its 
original form using photographic or similar evidence is appropriate.

• Where the original fence is unknown and cannot be established, the original common pattern of fences appropriate 
to the age and style of the dwelling should be used.

Front fences should:

• Be low scale (less than 1.2m in height) and solid masonry only if suitable to the era of the dwelling.

• If between 1.2 and 1.5m in height, be open or ‘transparent’ (except piers) or backed with a hedge, unless it can be 
established that a solid fence was the original or common pattern.

• Step horizontally or grade with footpath.

• Be constructed of traditional materials including wooden pickets, wire, brick, stone; hollow metal fences are 
strongly discouraged.

• Have detailing appropriate to the style of the building.

Replicating a fence style common to the period 
and style of the building may be appropriate.

Surviving original fences within the 
Heritage Overlay should be used as reference.

1.8m

1.2m
Dwelling

Fence should 
slope or step 

from this

 Side boundary fences higher than 1.5m should slope 
or step from the front of the dwelling (primary façade) 

to the height of the front fence.

 A fence should slope or step with 
the gradient of the footpath.
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Low face brick masonry fences with ironwork. 
Inter-War fences were often built to directly 

match the design detail of the dwelling.

Low chain or wire fences with timber are 
a good option for Inter-War dwellings.

Inter-War Fences

• Fence designs allowing more light into gardens and integrating private gardens with the ‘nature strip’ are best. 
Chain or crimped wire in double palisades of crimped wire, set between shaped posts and sometimes below timber 
capping. 

• Scrolled strap-iron decoration combined with wire, framed by iron pipe for the gate or a wrought iron gate.

• Chain mesh with pipe rails between timber posts. 

• Other options include a broad, low round head or capped timber picket. Typical sizes were: 95mm x 20mm 
picket with 52 space, posts 120mm x 120mm, capping 120mm x 33mm and the posts 1370mm.

• Low face brick masonry fences with solid chains, tube pipe or iron.

• Low stucco fences are sometimes appropriate.

• Fences built to match design and colour of dwelling.

For more information: 

Phone: 5434 6355
Email: planningenquiries@bendigo.vic.gov.au
www.bendigo.vic.gov.au/heritage

Also available in this series:
1. Introduction
2. Miners’ Cottages Style
3. Bendigo Boom / Victorian Style
4. Federation Style
5. Inter-War Style
6. Additions & Alterations
7. Subdivision

8. Car Parking
9. External Paint & Finishes
10. Fences
11. Demolition
12. Solar Energy Facilities 
 & Domestic Service Units
13. Infi ll Development
14. Glossary
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Establishing a hedge is a good option for managing noise and creating privacy.

Design Advice

Fencing Patterns

• Common patterns of fence height, position, materials, and level of transparency should be retained in residential 
settings (the surrounding area and nearby dwellings of a similar style should be used as a reference).

• High front walls should be avoided in urban areas. Where noise or privacy in the front yard is an issue, alternatives 
such as double-glazing of windows and the planting of vegetation and hedges should be considered.

Fences on Side Boundaries

• Where visible from the street or on a corner site, fences on side boundaries should usually adopt a similar scale and 
design to that of the front fence, particularly when in front of the dwellings.

• Where the site is not located on a corner, it may be appropriate for side and rear boundary fences to be 1.8 metres 
high of palings or corrugated iron.

• If a side boundary fence is higher than 1.5 metres it should slope or step from the front of the dwelling to the height 
of the front fence.

Low scale wooden pickets are a good 
option for miners’ cottages.

Fence colours should 
harmonise with dwelling.

Typical miners’ cottages 
pickets. More complex 

picket heads are 
sometimes appropriate.

Miners’ Cottages Fences 

• Low Scale (less than 1.2m in height) and permeable.

• Wooden pickets generally painted in a single light colour or post and wire.

• Minimal detailing, simple picket heads such as arrow, round or spade.

• Posts can be of a similar design to the pickets.

• Gates can be similar to match the fence.

• Ideal size for pickets is generally 75mm x 22mm in section and spaced 65-70mm.

• Capping rails may be appropriate. 
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Swagged picket fence 
with hedge.

Iron picket heads with two 
levels of cast palmette 

(fan-shaped leaves) heads.

Palisade iron 
picket heads.

Typical Bendigo Boom 
pickets. Other picket heads 
are sometimes appropriate.

Federation fences can be 
lavish with sagging.

Simple low picket fence. Established hedge fence. Typical Federation pickets. 
Other picket heads are 
sometimes appropriate.

Bendigo Boom Fences

• More complex, ornate wooden picket heads and post profi les than found on miners cottages.

• Generally light coloured pickets to match house.

• Single or double iron palisade heads with one or two levels of cast fl eur-de-lis (stylizes lily) or palmette 
(fan-shaped leaves) heads, ideally set into a chamfered edge plinth, usually darker colours but not black, 
and often with rendered posts.

• Gates of similar style to the fence but often more ornate; large gateposts in brick with stucco cornice, 
all stucco or cast iron are appropriate.

• A typical timber picket Bendigo Boom example has 70 mm x 19mm pickets, posts 120mm x 120mm 
with a height of 1100mm, and a plinth 150mm x 37mm.

Federation Fences

• Similar to Bendigo Boom Style, with the similar use of carved picket heads, but often more lavish with added 
scalloping (or swaging) in the picket head design.

• Capped timber fences or hedges are appropriate. 

• Face or stucco red brick fences with similar mouldings to those used on the chimney cornices are also appropriate.

• Gates can be similar to match the fence.

• A typical Federation example has 70 mm x 19mm pickets, posts 120mm x 120mm with a height of 1100mm, 
and a plinth 150mm x 37mm.

• Light coloured timber pickets.
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